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Climate Change: The world’s most urgent challenge
Business-as-usual warming projected to severely impair the global economy and cause irreversible damage to natural systems1

•

The world is on track to surpass a 1.5°C rise in global temperatures by 2040; 2013-2019 are among the warmest years ever recorded1,2

•
•
•

Temperature rise cause by increased greenhouse gas emissions from human activity3

Emissions must fall by 7.6% p.a. through 2030 to remain below the 1.5°C mark; today we are on track to overshoot this by 38%4

Business-as-usual emissions projected to cause 7.2% reduction in Global GDP per-capita by 21005; observable impacts to human and natural
systems already occurring (e.g. increased frequency of heatwaves in most regions)6

Projected global CO2e emissions7
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Notes: (1) Natural Climate Solutions: The Business Perspective, WBCSD; (2) NOAA, Global Land and Ocean Temperature Anomalies Data and TIG Analysis, 2020; (3) NASA, NOAA Analyses Reveal 2019 Second Warmest Year on Record; (4)
Emissions Gap Report 2019, UN Environment Programme, NOAA/NASA – Annual Global Analysis for 2019; (5) Kahn et al, Long-Term Macroeconomic Effects of Climate Change: A Cross-Country Analysis, 2019; (6) IPCC Special Report on Global
Warming of 1.5C, 2018; (7) Climate Analytics and NewClimate Institute, 2019
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Growing commitments to climate action
Government, corporate and investor commitments are growing and gaining momentum

Notes: (1) Commitments under the New York Declaration on Forests and the Bonn Challenge; (2) United Nations Climate Change, Paris Agreement - Status of Ratification, 2020; (3) United Nations Finance Initiative, UN-convened Net-Zero Asset
Owner Alliance; (4) Natural Capital Partners. September 2019. Deeds not words: The Growth of Climate Action in the Corporate World; (5) BP sets ambition for net zero by 2050, fundamentally changing organization to deliver, 2020; (6) What is
Shell’s Net Carbon Footprint Ambition?, 2020; (7) Microsoft will be carbon negative by 2030, 2020; (8) Amazon, Committed to a sustainable future, 2020.
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Natural Climate Solutions (NCS)
Natural climate solutions are 30% of the solution, 10% of the conversation, and only 3% of the finance1

• Better management of forests, grasslands, and wetlands can provide significant climate benefits through sequestration and avoided emissions1
• Reforestation offers the single greatest opportunity to deliver climate mitigation at the landscape level1
Potential contribution of the land sector to climate change mitigation through 2030 (millions of tCO2e per year)2
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total NCS Opportunity
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Notes: (1) Nature4Clmate (www.nature4climate.org), as of May 2020; (2) Griscom et al. 2017. Natural climate solutions. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 114(44): 11645–11650. (2) Oswalt, Sonja N.; Miles, Patrick D.; Pugh, Scott
A.; Smith, W. Brad. 2018. Forest Resources of the United States, 2017: a technical document supporting the Forest Service 2020 RPA Assessment. Gen. Tech. Rep. WO-GTR-97. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service,
Washington Office. xxx p.
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The role of demand-led climate strategies
Markets can provide sustained economic incentives for action on the ground
Potential sources of funding for forest-related NCS
US timber & forest
product sales: $366B1

Multiple climate impacts of forest products
Sequestration

Storage

Environmental
philanthropy: $12.7B2

USDA Forest Service
Budget: $6.1B3

Construction Industry
Substitution

Circularity

Forest carbon offset
sales: $0.47B4

Notes: (1) Value for all timber sales and manufacturing shipments, 2016 data, source: Forest2Market “The Economic Impact of Privately-Owned Forests in the 32 Major Forested States”, April 4, 2019; (2) Giving USA 2019, www. https://givingusa.org/giving-usa-2019americans-gave-427-71-billion-to-charity-in-2018-amid-complex-year-for-charitable-giving/, accessed on 5/29/2020; (3) Congressional Research Service, In Focus, Forest Service: FY2019 Appropriations and FY2020 Request. 2 pages. April 4, 2019; (4) Includes all
California ARB offsets issued in 2019 (source: ARB Offset Credit Issuance Table, through May 26, 2020, https://ww3.arb.ca.gov/cc/capandtrade/offsets/issuance/issuance.htm, accessed on 5/29/2020) at a weighted average price of $14.13 / tCO2e (Source: World Bank
Group, State and Trends of Carbon Pricing 2020) and global total voluntary forest offset sales in 2018 (Source: Ecosystem Marketplace, State of the Voluntary Carbon Markets, 2019); Image sources: Getty Images, Pollux Chung © / construction by Seagate Structures.
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Potential benefits of using wood in construction – illustrative example
Sustainable forest management and production of climate-positive forest products can multiply the carbon impact of reforestation
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Notes: (1) Sources: “Substitution Effects of Wood-based Products in Climate Change Mitigation”, Leskinen et. al, 2018, TIG Analysis; (2) TIG Analysis based on 18 year Eucalyptus sawlog rotation in Brazil; Image sources: Getty Images, Pollux
Chung © / construction by Seagate Structures.
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What is the impact of wood utilization on climate?
Forest products can have multiple impacts on climate

Embodied carbon

Sequestration
(forest carbon stock)

Storage
(carbon in materials)

Substitution
(production emissions)

(end-of-life)

Climate
benefit

Reforestation
Longer rotations

Carbon stored in products for
short-long periods

Fewer emissions than
functionally equivalent
alternative materials

Materials can be reused
multiple times, or in cascading
uses

No net
impact

No net change in forest carbon
stocks

No storage (carbon emitted
immediately)

Emissions equal to functionally
equivalent alternatives

Building demolished; materials
may be ground, separated, and
reused/recycled

Climate
detriment

Shorter rotations
Degradation & deforestation

N/A

Emissions exceed those of
functionally equivalent
alternatives

Anaerobic decomposition w/o
methane capture

Calculating net impact requires integration across ALL domains
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Why focus on wood in construction?
The construction sector is huge, growing fast, and generates more emissions than transportation or industry
Global industry size (US$ trillions p.a.)2,3

Global CO2e Emissions (2018)1
Other
7%

Construction Industry

Other industry
31%

Construction
industry
11%

10.0
Building operations
28%

Forest
Industry
0.71

Transportation
23%

• Global construction industry is c. 14x the forest industry4

• Buildings are c. 39% of global emissions1

• Drives activity in every municipality across the globe

• Global floor area projected to double by 20501

Notes: (1) Global Alliance for Buildings and Construction, International Energy Agency and United Nations Environment Programme, 2019. Global status report for buildings and construction: Towards a zero-emission, efficient and resilient
buildings and construction sector, 41 pages.; (2) McKinsey Global Institute, 2017. Reinventing construction: a route to higher productivity. 168 pages.; (3) FAO, 2014. State of the world’s forests. 133 pages and World Bank (data.worldbank.org,
accessed April 21, 2020); (4) TIG analysis.
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Mass timber
New engineered wood products that allow construction of tall buildings with wood

•

Engineered wood products (cross-laminated timber (CLT), glued laminated
timber (Glulam), mass plywood, others) used as structural beams and panels
for construction of buildings up to 18 stories (under the IBC 2021 revision)

•

Most mass timber is made from layering structural lumber (2x6’s, 2x8s, etc.) to
make larger structural elements

•

Mass timber uses softwood lumber, the same species groups used for lighttimber frame construction

Notes: Photo credits Mark Wishnie, BTG Pactual (left), Pollux Chung © / construction by Seagate Structures (right).
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Is demand for wood products good for forests?
What is the impact of marginal demand change
Global production and consumption of liquid fuels, 2015-2021
(millions of barrels per day)1
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Notes: (1) US Energy Information Agency Short-term Energy Outlook, May 2020; Images from Getty Images, used under license.
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Where does the wood in mass timber come from (US example)?
Almost half the world’s industrial roundwood comes from planted forests1

• 89% of US timber harvest is from private land2
• Timber doesn’t come from National Parks or other
protected areas

Western US

• USDA National Forest System2
• 19% of US forestland, 4% of total US harvest
• Harvest declined 80% from 1987-2017
• Mass timber is made from softwood lumber (needleleaved trees, e.g. pine, spruce, fir, etc.)

• Globally, this means subtropics, temperate and boreal
regions; mass timber is not made from tropical rainforest
species or other hardwoods

• 63% of US softwood lumber comes from the southeast,
which has 71% of the US planted forest; 29% comes from
the west (including Rockies, West Coast and Alaska)2

Southeast

Notes: (1) Jürgensen, C., Kollert, W. and Lebedys, A. 2014. Assessment of industrial roundwood production from planted forests. FAO Planted Forests and Trees Working Paper FP/48/E. Rome. (2) Oswalt, Sonja N.; Miles, Patrick D.; Pugh, Scott A.; Smith, W. Brad. 2018.
Forest Resources of the United States, 2017: a technical document supporting the Forest Service 2020 RPA Assessment. Gen. Tech. Rep. WO-GTR-97. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Washington Office. xxx p.
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What is the impact of harvest on forest carbon stock?
“Carbon debt”: Harvest always reduces the carbon stock of
the stand that was harvested

But what if I have 20 stands of trees, and I harvest and
replant one each year?

~20 years
~11 years

A single stand of
20-year-old trees

Growth = harvest;
forest carbon stock is
unchanged

~5 years

Forest carbon stock goes
to zero after harvest
1
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solid wood products)
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Substitution (reduced/
avoided emissions)

Notes: TIG Analysis; illustrative example only. Different species, sites, forest types, product mixes, and other factors will yield different results.
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The view from a sawmill
Most businesses require fairly steady flows of inputs, outputs and revenues
Recent assessment of the US Southeast concludes that removals (e.g. harvested volume) have “strong, positive, statistically
significant correlation with acres, inventory and growth… and explain 65 to 90% of the variance in [these variables]”1

Mill demand heatmap (lumber, panel, pellet, pulp), US Southeast2

US south timberland growing stock (millions m3) and acres (‘000s)3
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Sources; (1) Fores2Market, 2017. Historical perspective on the relationship between demand and forest productivity in the US South; Executive Summary (26 pages); (2) Forisk Consulting, LLC, Forisk Multi-Client Study: North American Forest
Industry Capacity, February 2020; ESRI, TIG Analysis; (3) Sonja N.; Miles, Patrick D.; Pugh, Scott A.; Smith, W. Brad. 2018. Forest Resources of the United States, 2017: a technical document supporting the Forest Service 2020 RPA
Assessment. Gen. Tech. Rep. WO-GTR-97. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Washington Office. xxx p.
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US timberland and housing starts, 1980-2015
65% of US sawn softwood is used for construction1; US timberland area is stable, and stock is increasing2
•

Recent assessment of the US Southeast concludes that removals (e.g. harvested volume) have “strong, positive, statistically
significant correlation with acres, inventory and growth… and explain 65 to 90% of the variance in [these variables]”3

US Housing starts (thousands) and timberland acres planted2,3
4,000,000
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Sources; (1) Howard, James L.; McKeever, David B.; Liang, Shaobo. 2017. U.S. Forest Products Annual Market Review and Prospects, 2013–2017. Research Note FPL–RN–0348. Madison, WI: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest
Service, Forest Products Laboratory. 11 p; (2) U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Oswalt; (3) Sonja N.; Miles, Patrick D.; Pugh, Scott A.; Smith, W. Brad. 2018. Forest Resources of the United States,
2017: a technical document supporting the Forest Service 2020 RPA Assessment. Gen. Tech. Rep. WO-GTR-97. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Forest Service, Washington Office. xxx p.
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What gaps do we need to fill?
Better tools for understanding the marginal impact of utilization on forests
Global assessment of the impact of mass timber on climate
and forests

“3-S” framework (sequestration, substitution, storage, endof-life) to integrate impacts from the forest to end-of-life

•

•

Led by The Nature Conservancy, in collaboration with more than
two dozen researchers on 4 continents

Led by EIT Climate-KIC, World Resources Institute, The Nature
Conservancy and collaborators

Scenario 1

Scenario 2
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Social license
Forest products still gaining acceptance as a climate solution
Which is the most renewable material?1

Does this phrase describe the forest sector?1

Social license gap

Notes: (1) Source: 2017 Stakeholder Perceptions Survey conducted by Ideas in Focus on behalf of the North American Forest Partnership. Survey of 1,300 environmentally aware adults in North America.
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How can we ensure positive outcomes now?
Responsible practices build social license

1. Develop tools that integrate impacts across domains to enable the design of
policies that are good for climate, forests and people
2. Forest industry can take tangible, positive action to earn greater social license
3. Take aggressive action now to favor climate-positive wood utilization, applying
two precautionary principals:
• Precautionary principal 1: To qualify as climate-positive, wood should be
harvested from sustainably managed forests:
• In accordance with all applicable laws and regulations
• In accordance with local community rights and interests
• No conversion of forest type, no conversion of forest to other uses
• Reforestation / restocking follows harvest
• Streams, wetlands, other HCV sites are protected
• Note: Most certification standards account for these criteria, but most
US forests aren’t certified - though many are sustainably managed
• Precautionary principal 2: To qualify as climate positive, wood should be
sourced from wood baskets that have stable or increasing forest area &
carbon stock

“Timber Takeover

France mandates public
buildings be built with at
least 50 percent timber”
- Archpaper.com, February 11, 20201

Notes: (1) Franklin, S. 2020. Timber takeover: Frace mandates pubic buildings be built with at least 50% timber. The Architects Newspaper, February 11, 2020, https://archpaper.com/2020/02/france-public-buildings-timber-mandate/ accessed on April 22, 2020.
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Notice to recipients
This material has been prepared by BTG Pactual Asset Management US, LLC and BTG Pactual Timberland Investment Group, LLC (collectively, “BTG Pactual”) for the exclusive use of the party
to whom BTG Pactual delivers this material (together with its subsidiaries and affiliates, the “Company”) using information provided by the Company and other publicly available information.
Although the information herein is believed to be reliable and has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, as of the date on which this material was issued and obtained from public
sources, neither BTG Pactual nor any of its affiliates makes any representation or warranty, expressed or implied, with respect to the fairness, correctness, accuracy, reasonableness or
completeness of the information and opinions. BTG Pactual has no obligation to update, modify or amend this material and communication or to otherwise notify a recipient in the event that
any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. Any and all information, opinions and amount
indicated are subject to change, without prior warning. Any estimates or projections as to events that may occur in the future (including projections of revenue, expense, net income and stock
performance) are based upon the best judgment of BTG Pactual from the information provided by the Company and other publicly available information as of the date of this material. Certain
information contained in this material constitutes forward-looking statements, which can be identified by the use of forward-looking terminology such as “may,” “will,” “should,” “expect,”
“anticipate,” “target,” “project,” “estimate,” “intend,” “continue,” or “believe,” or the negatives thereof or other variations thereon or comparable terminology. The analysis contained herein,
as projections, scenarios, investments, etc. are based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result in materially different results. Additional information relating to the
financial instruments, models, projections and scenarios discussed in this material are available upon request. There is no guarantee that any of these estimates or projections will be achieved.
Actual results may vary from the projections and such variations may be material. Nothing contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation as to the past or future.
BTG Pactual expressly disclaims any and all liability relating or resulting from the use of this material. BTG Pactual makes no warranty or representation, whether express or implied, and
assumes no legal liability for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any information contained herein. BTG Pactual does not accept any responsibility or liability whatsoever caused by any
action taken in reliance upon this document and/or its attachments. Neither BTG Pactual nor any of its affiliates, nor any of their respective directors, employees or agents, accepts any liability
for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or any part of this report. This material has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an
offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instruments. Any such offer or solicitation may only be made by means of delivery of an approved offering memorandum and only in those
jurisdictions where permitted by law.
The Company does not construe the contents of this material as legal, tax, accounting or investment advice or a recommendation. Before making an investment decision, investors are advised
to (i) obtain independent financial advice on their own particular circumstances; (ii) thoroughly and carefully review the offering memorandum with their financial, legal and tax advisers to
determine whether an investment such as this is suitable for them. This material should not be the only source of information in any investor’s decision-making process. In all cases, investors
should conduct their own investigation and analysis of such information before taking or omitting to take any action in relation to securities or markets that are analyzed in this report. The
material should not be regarded by recipients as a substitute for the exercise of their own judgment. Investors are advised to carefully analyze all information and its risks vis-à-vis their
personal objectives and its risk profile (“Suitability”). Nothing in this material constitutes a representation that any investment strategy or recommendation contained herein is suitable or
appropriate to a recipient’s individual circumstances or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation. An investment in the products described is not suitable for all investors. The
information contained herein does not take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumstances of any specific person who may receive it. BTG Pactual assumes that by
acceptance of this document and/or attachments that the recipient understands the risks involved – including the loss of some or all of any investment that the recipient or the entity that
he/she represents. Investments involve risks and investors should exercise prudence in making their investment decisions.
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